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“Preserving a ribbon of wilderness, for everyone, forever.”

Every Fifth Step
In our beautiful Beaver Valley, the Bruce Trail runs through many types of land, including conservation authority land, provincial
forests, county forests, lands owned by the Bruce Trail or stewarded by Bruce Trail volunteers, and land owned by private citizens.
These generous private landowners allow the Trail to pass over their fields, through their forests, and sometimes right past their
homes. It is often difficult for hikers to know for sure when they are passing over privately owned land and when they are on public land. But in fact, every fifth step you take on the Beaver Valley Bruce Trail is on a private landowner’s property. (For this calculation, we are grateful to Scott Langley, BTC cartographer and data wizard.)
More than just an interesting fact, this is a reason for us all to show the utmost respect for the land we hike through. And not just
because private landowners can withdraw their permission for hikers to pass through their property at any time, though of course
they can. (This very thing in fact happened last year with one private parcel in the Beaver Valley.)
Over the years, we have seen some pretty “out-there” examples of people behaving badly: visitors removing moss from the side of
privately owned trees, paddling in a private landowner’s pond, burning a bench for firewood, wandering off trail, and of course,
littering. Perhaps the worst example recently came when some hikers let their dog run free on a stretch of Trail posted as “no
dogs” … and it attacked the landowner’s dog.
Often, hikers don’t know the reasons behind some of our Trail etiquette guidelines. There is nothing more annoying than some
weird rule you don’t see the reason for, so it should help to know that:
“Strange” dogs, on or off leash, can upset cattle or other livestock nearby. Now, we are not suggesting your dog is strange!
But s/he is a stranger to these herd animals. Worst case scenario: animals could stampede, break a limb, or run into fencing if they panic. That is why no dogs are allowed on some of our Trails: we need to protect our farmers and ranchers.
Also, many private landowners have dogs who do not appreciate “strange” dogs on their territory.
On those Trails where dogs are allowed, they must be on leash. Here is one reason, as explained by Dr. Kelly-Leigh Thomas, a
veterinarian and President of the Blue Mountains Bruce Trail Club : “Dog excrement is not indigenous to the forest … Our
domestic canine’s stool can carry parasites, exposure to medications and parasiticides that do not exist in nature, upsetting the natural balance for the wildlife on our trails. Hikers need to carry out their dog’s poop!”
Horses are not permitted on Bruce Trail or Ontario Heritage Trust properties. For sections of the Trail on private landowners’
properties, the agreement reached with the Bruce Trail is for human traffic only, as is our insurance. In addition, fresh
horse manure has a high nitrogen content, which can damage saplings and other plants. (The paramount concern, of
course, is that poop of all kinds may leach into the water courses of the Escarpment.) Horse hooves can do serious damage to ground vegetation, particularly if a section of Trail is being used consistently and by multiple horse riders. Repeated use of the Trail by horses can create major rutting and make the Trail difficult to hike, especially in wetter areas. This
can lead to erosion and the disruption of natural hydrological processes. Finally, horses can themselves be at risk on certain steep and rocky portions of the Trails
/… continued on page 4
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Beaver Valley Bruce Trail Club
Officers and Key Support Volunteers
Board of Directors
President: Joan Nuffield
Vice President: Nadia Dubky
Past President: Jill Smith-Brodie
Secretary: Ruth Plant
Treasurer: Alan McPherson
Trail Activities: Glenda Collings
Trail Maintenance and Development: Bob Hann
Volunteers and Membership: Kelly Killoran
Land Stewardship: Jamie Ufton (interim)
Landowner Relations: Jill Smith-Brodie
Information Services: Mike Osborn
Member at Large: Brendan Thompson
BTC Representative: Bruce King
Key Support Volunteers
Zone Leaders: Neil McFadgen, John Burton, Cliff Kachaluba
Chainsaw Crew Leader: Blain Horsley
Rider-Mower Grass Cutting Crew Leader: Peter Bryce
Invasive Species Managers: Bob Hann and Joan Nuffield
Webmaster: Irena Marinko
Newsletter Editor: Joan Nuffield
Please feel free to contact any Board officer or other volunteer via info
@beavervalleybrucetrail.org.

Emergency contact: For trees down on the Trail, etc., contact Blain Horsley at info
@beavervalleybrucetrail.org, sending location, tree size, and a photo if possible. For assistance with grass cutting on a section of Trail that is accessible by a rider-mower, contact Peter Bryce, and to report any other problem with Trail maintenance, please contact Bob Hann.

Volunteers: Like many volunteer organizations, the Beaver Valley Bruce Trail Club is always looking for interested people to
serve on the Board, on the Trail, or in other capacities. If you would like to help out, please contact Kelly Killoran at info@beavervalleybrucetrail.org.
Newsletter Submissions: Are you a hiking addict, a gifted photographer, a local history buff, a budding auteur, an amateur
geologist or naturalist? We would love to print any articles, photos or stories that you send us. Story ideas also welcome! Deadline for submissions, Spring Issue: April 15, 2022. Send to Editor of “Beaver Tales” at info@beavervalleybrucetrail.org.
Get “Beaver Tales” – Electronically: In order for us to save trees and cut our “Beaver Tales” newsletter costs, we are asking members to sign up for it electronically. Please notify the Editor, or BTC directly at info@brucetrail.org, if you want to switch to
receiving the Newsletter electronically, and you will be sent a link to each new issue as it comes out. Thanks!

Advertising in “Beaver Tales”: Ad rates for one year (3 issues): Business card size $60; ¼ page $120; ½ page $180. Contact
Steve Griffiths for advertising information at info@beavervalleybrucetrail.org.

The Bruce Trail Conservancy (BTC): Box 857, Hamilton, L8N 3N9 / 800-665-4453 / 905-529-6821 / Fax 905-529-6832 /
www.brucetrail.org / info@brucetrail.org. MISSION STATEMENT: Preserving a ribbon of wilderness, for everyone, forever.

“Hope you’ve got your things together/Hope you are quite prepared to die/Looks like we're in for
nasty weather/One eye is taken for an eye.” -- John Fogerty (1969) “Bad Moon Rising”
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President’s Message – Winter 2021/22
Another hiking season and another “interesting” year at an end. As in “may you live
in interesting times.”
What a year! Climate change is in full evidence in the Beaver Valley. After a very mild
spring, we had 50 mm of rain in four days at the beginning of July, followed by what
seemed to qualify as a drought. The fall saw an early arrival of snow, followed by a
frustrating and occasionally dangerous pattern of freezing and thawing through the
end of the year, as well as record-breaking late fall winds. The warmer climate has
been manna to insects, including Lyme disease-bearing ticks. More bridges have
washed out, muddy patches have appeared where none had before, and the increased foot and automobile traffic has caused numerous challenges.
Your Club Board has been scrambling to respond to these challenges. A refresh of our Strategic Plan saw, as our top priority, the
need to sharpen our game in responding to the threats to the Trail and the surrounding land from both climate change and the increased (and sometimes irresponsible) traffic on and near the Trail. The student Trail Ambassadors were invaluable in managing
problems at trailheads in the summer.
Our work crews have seen the impact on their workload in the past few years: instead of two cuts per season by the motorized
mowing crew, we have been seeing the need for three cuts. COVID-based restrictions on work parties inspired our volunteers not to
give up, but to be more flexible and creative in how they attacked problems.
Our chainsaw crew has been especially busy this year, it seems, and we all owe them a debt of gratitude for not only keeping the
Trail clear, but working as an essential part of buckthorn-removal work parties. Crew leader Blain Horsley is not just an indefatigable
sawyer, he is also a meticulous keeper of his team’s volunteer hours (unlike everyone else in the Club, including myself!). Check this
out: in 2021, the team spent 607 hours (including travel time) working at 107 different sites, removing 519 dead trees across the
trail or hanging dangerously over the trail, and they attended seven half-days of buckthorn removal. Our endless thanks go to
Blain, Lance Pask, Frank Cantino, Ron Billings, Peter Bryce, Dave Brodie, Cliff Kachaluba, Bob Hann, Joe Killoran and Rob Spackman.
And, as I write this in January 2022, they are still dealing with the mess caused by the potent December windstorms.
Winter Hiking Caution: We give our trail workers a break in winter and no trail maintenance is done until after the spring thaw.
(But see the latest “Beaver Bytes” and our website at beavervalleybrucetrail.org for winter activities available in the area.) We earnestly urge hikers who decide to tackle a winter trail to choose their route carefully: some trails can be very dangerous in winter,
not only because of ice, but because the snow cover can make it difficult to spot crevices on narrow trails. When in doubt, choose
an open path, not a rocky one close to the edge.
One exception to the no-winter-maintenance rule is the chainsaw crew, who now work around the calendar, largely because leaving all the downed trees from winter winds until spring would make for an insurmountable spring workload for the crew. (In addition, people often go off the Trail to avoid downed trees, which causes damage and erosion.) So please continue to report any
trees down across the Trail at info@beavervalleybrucetrail.org, and give Blain as much detail as you can about the tree’s location
and size (GPS location would be ideal) — so he doesn’t wind up wandering all over Grey County looking for that tree!
My sincerest thanks to all our volunteers, and wishes to all our members and supporters for the very best of the New Year.

NEW HIKING GUIDELINES!
On January 3, 2022, the provincial government
imposed new COVID-related restrictions on
outdoor activities at least until January 27.
Hiking parties should be limited to 10 persons.
For further information, go to https://covid19.ontario.ca/public-health-measures.
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Every Fifth Step: An Ode to our Private Landowners

/… continued

Our landowners are a generous bunch. We won’t name names, but we have a lot to be thankful for. Here are just a few examples
of the extraordinary welcome and kindness that landowners in the Beaver Valley have shown us in recent years:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the landowners who, upon learning that the Trail was going to be routed through an adjacent lot, donated 600 tree saplings
and shrubs to vegetate the site
the landowners whose mother was so fond of the Trail that, upon her death, they decided to make her land part of the Bruce
Trail land trust
the landowner who led the way for a work party through his own land in order to allow us to haul in the equipment we needed via ATV, not on foot through a long and tricky passage
the landowners who built a viewing platform next to the Trail for all to use
the landowners who allow our work parties to park on their land while we toil
the landowners who allowed a donated picnic table to be placed at a popular spot on their property
the landowners who called us when Hydro One came to take down some trees on the road allowance by their home, giving us
a chance to use the felled trees for our work, rather than have Hydro One chip the wood.

Our sincerest thanks to all our private landowners who allow us to cross their property!
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A Bridge Too Far?
by Joan Nuffield
Are our trail workers crazy? That is the question I was asking myself over a few weeks
late this fall.
It all started when Bob Hann, the Director of Trail Development and Maintenance
and my husband, came home saying he had discovered that one of the footings under a bridge in the Len Gertler Memorial Loree Forest had eroded completely away.
Passage over the bridge would soon become treacherous – and having a broken
bridge was just not acceptable in our Beaver Valley.
First, I had to listen to him describe the extent of the problem: the bridge was too
short to reach any part of the riverbank that was still stable. A temporary fix would
require at least: three long pieces of very heavy 8’ x 8” pressure treated beams; a
chainsaw, Sawzall, crowbars, a farm jack, and a lot of other tools I had never hear of;
and an industrial-size toboggan/sled (which we didn’t own) to drag all the stuff to the
site over a kilometre of narrow, winding, and very steep trail. We would also need a
break in the weather. Oh yes, we would also have to convince several trail workers
that this type of risky, sweaty, injury-inducing job was precisely the way they wanted
to spend a long late-fall morning.

l. to r.: Rob Spackman, Frank Cantoni, Arnis Pukitis,
Neil McFadgen and Lance Pask. Photo: Bob Hann.

I honestly thought he was listing off the reasons it would be impossible to fix the bridge
at this time of year, and instead he would simply do the obvious: install a couple of “Danger Ahead: Trail Temporarily Closed” signs.

Silly me, not so. What he (abetted by his zone leader, Neil McFadgen) was instead doing was explaining why this was just the type of
challenge his bored trail workers needed.
We had all the tools needed except the sled. So Step One was to find a suitable sled. This was where Lance Pask joined the team.
Within what seemed like a couple of hours, Lance had found one and had dropped it off in our garage, and he and Bob were standing
around, admiring their new, six-foot toy. But, I thought, the sticker on it clearly says it is to be pulled by a tractor or ATV. And it had
no place to attach people-sized tow ropes—really strong ropes—both in front and in the rear (thanks to the really steep, narrow trail
that went both up and down).
A rational reason to stop? No, an excuse for a mini-“adventure.” Bob followed up Lance’s suggestion and went to the Master of All
Things Mechanical, James Hindle of Hindle’s Hardware in Clarksburg. Together, Bob and James sat with the sled on the floor of the
store in front of the cash register and figured out how to make and attach a suitable and secure towing system. The testing of different sizes of designs, drills, nuts, washers, bolts, and clevises went on for an hour and a half, with customers stepping over and around
them as they played with explored various options and finally found the solution. And the really strong ropes: James just happened to
have an ample supply of super-strong ropes used by mountain climbers, and even better, they were bright red and green in keeping
with the holiday season. They put three on the front and two on the back – admittedly as much for loony decoration as for function.
However, I was sure that Step Two, getting enough volunteers, was going to get Bob to abandon this ridiculous project. Again, I had
not fully understood the psychic make-up of our Flying Squad. Bob sent out his typical call for volunteers and within two hours he was
turning away applicants who seemed ecstatic that finally they had something exciting to get them out of the house.
Step Three tested my own sanity. I had to listen – usually during my morning coffee – to Bob and Neil’s seemingly daily phone calls,
analysing various detailed designs that might be used to repair the bridge, or at least to make it safe over the winter. What I thought
would put an end to all this was that every time they changed the design, they needed different measurements from the last set they
had. Since Bob has a natural aversion to hiking, I thought that would be it. How was I to know that repeated hikes back to the site in
totally miserable conditions were just what Neil needed to get the step count up on his Fitbit?
And then came Step Four, finding a date. That was when the crazy weather that characterized the fall of 2021 started up again. Rain,
followed by snow, followed by ice, followed by rain and snow again. Bob obsessively checked the weather reports, looking for a suitable window for the haul. Three times, work parties were organized and three times, Neil (sometimes Neil and Lance) trudged in with
their boots, icers and walking poles and trudged back out to warn Bob to cancel due to weather or insane walking conditions.
/… continued on page 6
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A Bridge Too Far?

/ … cont’d from page 5

The Loons on the Crest of the New-Fallen Snow?

Bob became increasingly agitated and obsessive as the delays piled up.
He developed a tic in his right eye. Several times I heard him muttering,
“When the wind is southerly, I know a hawk from a handsaw.”
“The bridge is dangerous as it is,” he told me, as yet another work party
date had to be cancelled. “We have to protect people.” I repeated
(helpfully, I thought), “Stick a %#@$! sign on it and close it until spring.”
But for Master Overdo, that will never do.
And besides, he had a new argument: “This snow and ice are perfect for
testing out our new ally, the sled.”
And then came Step Five. The weather broke, the call went out, the
sled was loaded to the gills, and the work party set off: Lance Pask, Neil
McFadgen, Frank Cantoni, Rob Spackman, and Arnis Pukitis. At times
they had four volunteers pulling the sled; on near-vertical bits of trail,
five men had to pull. One, and sometimes two, workers had to use the
rear ropes to ensure the back end of the sled didn’t fall off the cliff edge.
Yes, all five lengths of rope saw duty. And yes, there was the odd stop
to, er, tie a bootlace or check the wind speed. Bob usually took the
“supervisory” position behind the sled. (He claimed he had to make
sure nothing fell off the sled, and he’s still sticking to that story.)
Step Six was the actual repair. Bob and Neil’s careful battle plan did not
survive the first skirmish: the work plan and design were immediately
scrapped in favour of a much better, crowd-sourced solution. The fact

Neil McFadgen (left) and Blain Harvey setting out to chainsaw at Loree on January 3, 2022. Photo: Frank Cantoni

that they failed to bring the farm jack to help them lift the bridge was not a problem: the guys just lifted the bridge and threw it
out of the way (of course, with a suitable warrior-like cry). All of them had a great time, and their only question was, “Can we do
this again soon?”
Afterwards, Lance told me the only real problem had been that everybody’s fingers got really cold. (But he also said that after the
work party, he went home and went straight to bed.)
Are they insane? You be the judge.

At Thanksgiving, 2021, the
extended family of Fred and
Shirley Young met at Epping to
install a new, permanent
bench at the edge of the beaver pond where Fred loved to
sit. It is a fitting tribute to
these two pioneering giants of
the Beaver Valley Bruce Trail.
They are both sorely missed.
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Conservation News and Notes
Phragmites Removal in Georgian Bay
Ever wonder what is happening with Phragmites in
Georgian Bay? We can all be grateful that along with
its partners, Georgian Bay Forever, a charitable organization, has continued the fight against this invasive
aquatic plant. Their cutting technique seems to stop
the plant after two to six years of cutting. GBF has
mapped out over 700 sites of this nasty pest in the
bay, and their techniques appear to have stopped it in
over 300 of those sites. For more information, see
their
Fall
2020
Newsletter
at
https://
georgianbayforever.org/flipbook/fall2021/10/.

Development Moratorium in Collingwood

Escarpment Corridor
Legacy Project
Creating a network of protected forests and trails from
Devil’s Glen to Talisman.
https://
www.gofundme.com/f/
escarpment-corridor-legacyproject.

Collingwood Today reports that Collingwood City
Council has declared a moratorium of at least one year
on all new development in the Collingwood area. The
reason: the City’s current water treatment systems
cannot even support the increased demand for treated, potable water which will be created by the permitted developments which are already under way.
Expansion of the City’s water treatment plant is not
expected to be completed until 2025.

Species at Risk: the Ontario Auditor General’s Report Card
In November 2021, Ontario’s Auditor General issued
the report of its review of the provincial Environment
Ministry’s program to protect species at risk. The
overall grade: an F. “The Environment Ministry is failing in its mandate to protect species at risk,” reads the
final report, which youcan read about at https://
auditor.on.ca/en/content/
news/21_newsreleases/2021_news_ENV_Protecting
Species.pdf. Since 2009, the Report indicates, inter
alia, the number of annual approvals to harm species
has increased by 6,262%; annual stewardship funding
has decreased by 10%; and the number of charges laid
under the Act in 2020 was zero.

Greenbelt Updates
The entire Niagara Escarpment Plan Area is part of
Ontario’s Greenbelt, so the Beaver Valley is in the
Greenbelt. Although a primary focus of Greenbelt
work is in the Greater Golden Horseshoe, you can keep
updated on all things Greenbelt by checking out two
websites:
the
Greenbelt
Foundation
(www.greenbelt.ca) stewards the Greenbelt (“the only
charitable organization solely dedicated to the health
and prosperity of Ontario’s Greenbelt”); the Ontario
Greenbelt Alliance (www.greenbeltalliance.ca) is an
umbrella covering dozens of community groups and
serves as “a watchdog and defender of Ontario’s
Greenbelt.”
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Dazzling Volunteer Opportunities
Await You!
Thinking of volunteering with the Beaver Valley Bruce
Trail Club? We have just the spot for you! You are sure
to find something that suits you. Spots include:

•

Hike leaders

•

Trail captains

•

Director of Communications – Guiding and overseeing
our website, email bulletins, newsletter, outreach, and
Instagram, Twitter and Facebook feeds

•

Extroverts – Yes, we need more extroverts! If you love
talking to people, including people you have never met
before, we have lots of ideas as to how you might help
out!

•

Newsletter Co-Editor – Your faithful Editor is looking
for a partner in crime: digging out stories, writing articles, coming up with new ideas for communicating
with our membership. And the opportunities for advancement are HUGE!

•

Trail development workers – See TD&M Director’s
column elsewhere in this issue
Contact Kelly Killoran at info@beavervalleybrucetrail.org
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Report of the Director of Trail Development and Maintenance
by Bob Hann
2021 will no doubt go down in history as presenting more than the usual number of challenges – and many posed special problems
to those charged with maintaining our Beaver Valley segment of the Ribbon of Wilderness.
We therefore are very fortunate to have such fine team of trail workers who not only maintained our high standard of trail maintenance, but also won the BTC's Tom East Award for the best trail development project (East Mountain) among all the Clubs.
However, that was then and this is now. We are therefore now laying the groundwork for a repeat performance in 2022.
One general area to which we would like to pay particular attention is further strengthening our Trail Development and Maintenance (TD&M) team, including finding ways to share the workload of certain members (especially your happy but overworked
TD&M Director). We have, for instance, recently created Assistant Zone Leader positions (Lance Pask and Jamie Ufton) to help out
two of our three Zone Leaders; enlisted Blain and Marj Horsley to lead the updating of our inventory of plaques and structures;
begun serious negotiations with a recently retired person to assist in planning and working with outside agencies to get some major projects moving, and started working on a more instrumental role for our team of Trail Scouts.
We are, however, also looking for volunteers to fill a number of roles – some of which might appeal to those who want to get out
on the trail, and others for those who want to make use of their organizational skills. They include:

•

a small number of Trail Captains (TCs) to take the lead in looking after specific trail sections

•

Assistant Trail Captains, to help out existing TCs (both TCs and Assistant TCs should be available to monitor their trails regularly and frequently)

•

A lead for the Whipper-Snipper crew: We have a strong group of very collegial and competent volunteers who
help out specific TCs by regularly whipper-snipping parts of their trails. What we need is someone to relieve me of the
job of organizing and managing their work

•

A person who would lead and take over much of the work regarding signage. Since the dramatic increase in new hikers and
visitors over the last couple of years, we have an increased need for additional, as well as innovative, signage. The work involves
maintaining an on-site inventory of official signs, handling requests for stock signs and custom signs to BTC HQ, creating and maintaining a stock of painted blaze boards and sign backing (including: buying, cutting to size, and painting the plywood; some storage
space; a circular or table and chop-saw would be required, or you could do the cutting using my tools at my place)

•

Someone who is quite competent in using a GPS (we could supply one) to create tracks of existing and proposed trails and get
the GIS co-ordinates of specific locations
/ … continued on page 10
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Trail Director’s Report

/ … Continued

•

Someone who is quite competent in using a GPS (we could supply one) to create tracks of existing and proposed trails and get the
GIS co-ordinates of specific locations

•

Someone who could assist in (or take over) management of numerous TD&M databases. A familiarity with EXCEL, rudimentary understanding of MS Access, and comfort with Google Drive would be
essential. That person would report to me, but would also work within the Information Management framework established by our club's
Director of Information Services.

•

Someone who would be interested in helping me out on an ad
hoc basis with many of the above types of jobs.
... and you thought we already had a complicated TD&M organization!
Shall we pause to reflect on the fact that four years ago, Will Overton
was still trying to do most of this by himself? Next time you see him,
please thank him for all of us!
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Happy New Year!
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Beaver Valley
Bruce Trail Club
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